November 2018
Dear Year 11 parent,
We are at a crucial and very busy time of the year when clear communication between school and
home is essential. As such, please see some key information below specific to Year 11, which will
hopefully help us to continue to work successfully together over the coming months.
Pre-Public Examinations (PPE)
Year 11 have shown a fantastic attitude in their recent mock examinations. We have listened to
suggestions the students made about improving pre-exam protocols and they have responded in a
calm, responsible and mature manner. We have only had one incident of silly behaviour when the
fire alarm was deliberately activated prior to an exam by a Year 11 student. This behaviour will not
be accepted or tolerated; the students have been warned that should this happen again, the culprit
will not finish Year 11 at Royds. Please reinforce this message at home.
PPE results will be given to students at school on Monday 17th December. This process will mirror
the ‘real’ results day on Thursday 22nd August. We have tried to duplicate the exam timetable as
much as possible, as it is important students can mentally rehearse and visualise the process they
will experience in the summer. The final part of this process is replicating the results day feeling
too. Following the opening of results, myself and Miss Lynch will speak to the students in bespoke
groups, with a message specifically tailored to the students’ outcomes and effort during the exam
period.
Please remember when looking at results with your child that they are on a journey. Many students
are still a distance from their target grade, but they have made significant progress since the last
exam period at the end of Year 10. It is essential to assess progress and not just attainment at this
stage, as self-esteem and confidence are pivotal to success. We need to work together to ensure
students are motivated to work hard moving forwards; this means an arm around the shoulder for
many, whilst others may need a stern word or a combination of both. You know your child. We just
ask you work with us to help them, by monitoring and encouraging independent work at home, as
class work alone will not enable students to maximise their potential. Please flag Monday 14th
January in your diary. It is imperative we see you all at Parents’ Evening between 4-7pm.
It’s a marathon not a sprint!
The festive period is an opportunity for the students to take a break from the daily routine of school,
however, revision must continue over this period. GCSE examinations are hard! The best analogy I
can give is the similarity of training to run a marathon. Students have been ‘training’ hard in the
build up to PPEs revising hard, but if training/revision stops, their performance will regress. We all
know the awful feeling of exercising for the first time when you haven’t trained for a while! Sitting
an exam ill-prepared is equally as painful! We therefore need your help. Please ensure your
son/daughter now maintains continuous, manageable and sustainable revision between now and

the next PPE window in March. As a minimum at this stage, they should be aiming to complete an
hour a day (or weekly equivalent) in addition to homework that is set. This may be in the form of an
online platform (GCSE Pod or Hegarty Maths) or retention and retrieval revision activities of their
choice. Whatever medium your child chooses, please try to encourage them to intersperse revision
between:




Concentrating on gaps in knowledge - this is harder and easier to avoid, but there is no point
continually just practising what you already know. GCSE Pod and Hegarty Maths are great to
help students address any gaps in knowledge.
Consolidating what they do know – retention and retrieval of key facts and knowledge is
crucial, but once in the long term memory this should be a short, sharp quick revision
activity.

Attendance and Medical
The attendance of Year 11 has increased by 2% since the start of the year, but average attendance is
still only 91% - this is not enough. Too many students are taking sporadic days off from
school. Thank you to parents who make their children attend daily – this will reap rewards in the
end. I appreciate we all get genuinely ill from time to time but Year 11 generally need to show much
greater resilience to everyday aches and pains. Their attendance during the exam period has been
2% up on average, which shows they can do it when they want to.
To help parents, we have appointed a new School Nurse and Welfare Officer, Mrs Kettlewell, who is
able to identify minor illnesses. If in doubt, please send your child to school. Mrs Kettlewell will be
running a clinic each morning where she will be able to advise students if it is necessary to make a
GP appointment or in many cases suggest self-help strategies. She is also happy for parents to access
the drop-in from 8.00 if they wish to discuss how symptoms can be managed in school. Mrs
Kettlewell will also be reviewing all of our systems and medical-related procedures over the coming
weeks.
Winter Weather
Potential school closures are a Headteacher’s worst nightmare, as often you are damned if you do
and damned if you don’t! You can never please everyone. However, what is imperative is the health
and safety of both our students and staff. Royds is quite unique in that our staff and students travel
from a wide catchment area, which means the majority of our community travel to school very
early. The winter forecast suggests we could once again experience periods of heavy snow. I am
keen to ensure the community is aware of our ‘snow plan’ protocol to enhance the quality of our
communication. A decision will be made and posted on the school website by 7am. We will also
send a text message, but the school website will be our main medium of communication. This
should mean parents, staff and students are all clear. We will always endeavour to open the school,
however, I do not want members of our community making unsafe and unnecessary journeys. An

early decision may occasionally mean in hindsight that a wrong decision is made, therefore I would
ask for your support in accepting this is not intentional, but simply an educated decision based
on the best interests of the safety of our community.
Should we need to close during the school day, we will contact parents by text. Please complete
the attached reply slip below to ensure clear communication and the safe and
appropriate dismissal of your child. We have learnt from last year and will be dismissing students
from different venues via mode of transport rather than by year group, but we need consent forms
returned.
Finally, many thanks for your support throughout my first term as Headteacher; it is much
appreciated. It is both an honour and a privilege to work with your children and our staff on a daily
basis. Should you have any questions or queries, then please do not hesitate to contact a member
of the year group team.
Role

Remit

Name

Email Address

Learning Manager

General pastoral care

Mr Fox

sfox@roydsschool.org

Pastoral Leader

Behaviour & attendance

Miss O’Connor

coconnor@roydsschool.org

Progress Leader

Attainment & progress

Mrs Townend

stownend@roydsschool.org

Yours sincerely

Claire Robbins
Headteacher

